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Abstract
The Teleface project, a project that aims at evaluating the possibiliti es for a telephone
communication aid for the hard of hearing, is presented as well as the different parts of the
project: audio-visual speech synthesis, visual speech measurement and multimodal speech
intelligibility studies. Some results from the first test series are presented.

Introduction
It is well known that visual information obtained by speechreading  and interpretation of
body gestures improves perception of speech, and especially so in a noisy environment.
Sumby & Pollack (1954) has described the amount of visual information from lip-reading as
a function of the signal to noise level. The visual information is even more important to
persons with a hearing loss.

The Teleface project at KTH focuses on the usage of multimodal speech technology for
hearing impaired people. The first phase of the project aims at evaluating the increased
intelli gibilit y hearing impaired people might experience from an auditory signal i f it is
supplemented by a synthesized face. The intelli gibilit y study will be the main focus of this
paper.

In the second phase, which has not yet been initiated, we will t ry to implement a
demonstrator of a telephone communication aid for the hard of hearing. This device will
generate a synthetic face that articulates in synchrony with the telephone speech. Control
parameters for the face will be determinedby analysis of the telephone speech signal. Such a
device would give the user the benefit of speech reading during any telephone conversation.
(In contrast to a video telephone solution, which requires both parties to be equipped with
compatible video telephone hardware.) This visual hearing aid could be implemented as
software running on a PC, or as a dedicated standalone unit (the “Teleface” unit).

Other applications of our research includes speech based user-interfaces and spoken dialog
systems. Talking animated agents, using visual speech synthesis, has been employed in
recent spoken dialog system research projects, such as Waxholm (Bertenstam et al, 1995)
and the Olga system (Beskow, Elenius & McGlashan, 1997). Even if a hearing impaired
person is not the obvious user of a spoken dialog system, a synthetic face could actually
make it possible for hearing impaired people to take advantage of the increased flexibilit y
and user friendliness expected from such systems in the future.

Synthetic visual speech
The visual speech synthesis is done using three-dimensional parameterised facial models,
controlled by a text-to-speech rule system (Beskow 1995). Within the project, this control
scheme will be refined, using data obtained by optical measurements of a real speaker, in
order to improve the naturalness of the facial movements (Öhman, 1997). In the



intelli gibilit y study we use two different face models. One is an extended version of the
Parke model (Beskow 1995), and the other is a cartoon-like female character, developed for
the agent-based spoken dialogue system Olga (Beskow et al., 1997).

Intelligibility study
We have created a database with video recordings of a male speakers face pronouncing
Swedish VCV-words and everyday sentences. The audio track has been separated from the
video recordings and phonetically labelled. By processing the label file through a rule system
for audio-visual text-to-speech synthesis (Beskow, 1995), parameter files has been created.
This was made in such a way that all the phoneme durations were copied kept from the
original video sequences. The parameter-files have been used to create two different
synthetic voices and two different synthetic faces. Together with the natural face and the
natural voice this gives us three faces and three voices, which are all completely
synchronized with each other when played together. Tests are being performed in two
rounds, the first round with normal hearing subjects and VCV-words and the second also
incorporating hard of hearing subjects and everyday sentences. Results below are from round
one.

Method

Subjects
In the first test series the subjects were 18 fourth-year-students in engineering at KTH. The
test was made as a part of a mandatory laboration in the Speech Communication course
given by the departement. A screening test was being used to check that all the subjects had a
normal hearing level.

Stimuli
In the first test series we used lists consisting of VCV-words with 17 Swedish consonants /

�
,�

, � , � , � , � , � , � , � , 	 , 
 , � , � ,  , � , � , � /, in symmetric context with the vowels / � / and / � /.
When performing tests on normal hearing persons using this material, audio has been
degraded by adding white noise. The signal-to-noise-ratio in these tests were 3 dB. Each
subject performed tests with 8 different combinations of voices and faces.

Procedure
The tests are being performed in a computer-based test environment (Lundeberg, 1997), that
gives us the opportunity to play video sequences of the faces together with sound files of the
voices. In the test series we can therefore evaluate the intelli gibilit y of different audio-visual
combinations. A monitor is used for presenting the visual stimuli and a loudspeaker for the
audio. A forced choice response for the VCV-words is made using a mouse on a computer
screen presenting all possible consonants. There is no time limit for the response.

Results
Data from the tests were analysed using confusion matrices and feature analysis. Overall
results are shown in figure 1. Adding a synthetic face to a natural male voice increases
correct responses from 63% to 70%. Corresponding result for adding a natural face is 76%.
Synthetic male voice gave 31% correct responses compared to 45% with a synthetic face
added.



Figure 1. Results from intelli gibilit y tests. Number of correct responses (in %). Average for
18 subjects.

Figure 2. Results from feature analysis of intelli gibilit y tests. Correct responses (in %) with
respect to five places of articulation: bilabials / � , � , � /, labiodentals / � , � /, dentals / � , � , � , � ,� , � /, palatals /� , � ,  /  and velars / ! , " , # /. The overall result with respect to place of
articulation is shown as ‘total’. Average for 18 subjects.

The number of correct responses with respect to place of articulation (‘ total’ in figure 2),
increased from 72% for natural voice only, to 83% with a synthetic face and to 86% with a
natural face. Figure 2 shows that bilabials and labiodentals get the greatest increase when
adding a synthetic or natural face. This is hardly surprising, since they are two of the most
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salient visemes (Jeffers & Barley, 1971). The effect is enhanced by their poor voice-only
scores. Dentals showed almost no difference between the audio- and audiovisual conditions.
Palatal and velar consonants did not benefit at all from adding a face, having a high voice-
only score and highly obscured articulatory movements.

Confusion matrices show that some confusions are eliminated with the adding of a synthetic
face, among them the confusion between /$ / and / % /. The confusion between / & / and / ' / is
reduced more with the synthetic face than with the natural face. Generally the results for / ( /,
/) / and / * / was poor, mainly because of the white noise masking. Results for the consonants
in context with / + / was generally better than in context with / , /, both acoustically and
visually.

Conclusions and future work
The results give a good ill ustration of the complimentary nature of multimodal speech. The
visual mode is most important for the front consonants (bilabials and labiodentals get low
auditory but high audio-visual score), whereas acoustic-only information is most important
for back consonants. Results show that a synthetic face increases the intelli gibilit y of
synthetic and natural speech. Further tests will be made with hard of hearing persons as
subjects. The usage of VCV-words might seem a bit theoretical compared to the intended
Teleface application. We will t herefore also perform tests with a material of short everyday
sentences, both with normal hearing and hard of hearing subjects. The work with visual
articulatory measurements is in progress and the results from these, together with the results
from the intelli gibilit y studies, will serve as a base for improving the audio-visual speech
synthesis.
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